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Week 10: Core concepts

• What is monetary policy and why do we use it?

• What is fiscal policy and why do we (not) use it?

’78 babysitting recession 

• “The Capitol Hill co-op … issued scrip - pieces of 
paper equivalent to one hour of baby-sitting time. 
Baby sitters would receive the appropriate number 
of coupons directly from the baby sittees. This 
made the system self-enforcing: Over time, each 
couple would automatically do as much baby-sitting 
as it received in return. As long as the people were 
reliable - and these young professionals certainly 
were - what could go wrong?”

’78 babysitting recession 
• “…the number of coupons in circulation became 

quite low. …most couples were anxious to add to 
their reserves by baby-sitting, reluctant to run them 
down by going out. But one couple's decision to go 
out was another's chance to baby-sit; so it became 
difficult to earn coupons. Knowing this, couples 
became even more reluctant to use their reserves 
except on special occasions, reducing baby-sitting 
opportunities still further. 
 
In short, the co-op had fallen into a recession.”



Barter vs Accounting
• Barter story goes like this: 

“Suppose the farmer need another cow and 
proposed to trade a spare plough to a neighbour for 
one of their cows. If the neighbour doesn’t want the 
plough the trade will not happen”

• Accounting story goes like this: 
A very broad system of non-enumerated credits and 
debts (gift-exchange) becomes more precisely 
measured though the emergence of central 
bureaucracy

Money
• “Textbook” functions of money (overcome double 

coincidence of wants) 
1. Medium of exchange  
2. Unit of account 
3. Store of value

• Standard of deferred payment (accounting 
system)

• Requires a central authority recognising the 
value of money unit (whose debt is the money)

http://www.rba.gov.au/statistics/frequency/stmt-liabilities-
assets.html

Stocks of money
• ‘M1’ is defined as ‘Currency’ plus ‘Current deposits 

with banks’

• ‘M3’ is defined as ‘M1’ plus all other deposits at 
banks (including certificates of deposits) from the 
private non-ADI sector, plus ‘Deposits with non-
bank ADIs’

• ‘Broad money’ is defined as ‘M3’ plus ‘Other 
borrowings from private sector by AFIs’



Money
• Textbook basically wrong on many aspects  

(ignore Simple Deposit Multiplier from p472) 

• Bank of England trying to correct this 
Money in the modern economy: an introduction  
Money creation in the modern economy 

• “The reality of how money is created today differs 
from the description found in some economics 
textbooks”

Money creation
• Almost all new money comes from new debts 

(loans) issued by private banks. Money destroyed 
by repayment of debts. 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Quantity theory

• Inflation is always and everywhere a monetary 
phenomenon - Milton Friedman

• M V = P Q

• Money stock x velocity = price level x real output



• 1924-1945 Commonwealth Bank was the central bank 
(issued notes, funded wartime investment)

• Reserve Bank Act 1959, Section 10(2)  
1. the stability of the currency of Australia; 
2. the maintenance of full employment in Australia; and  
3. the economic prosperity and welfare of the people of 
Australia.

• March 1993 “inflation…held to an average of 2–3 per 
cent over a period of years… a good outcome”

RBA Monetary policy
• At it’s heart tries to capitalise on a ‘willingness to 

borrow’ that is dependent on the real interest rate

• “I can’t see the reason why you would cut interest 
rates by 25 basis points – I don’t believe in 25 point 
cuts. I think that’s a silly situation we got into with 
making such small adjustments. Monetary policy 
should be conducted with bigger adjustments” 
Adrian Pagan, former RBA board, in 2011

Philips curve

http://bilbo.economicoutlook.net/blog/?p=12101



Is Bitcoin money?

• No

• Why not?

• Or if you think yes, why? 

• Anyone used it?

More on this

• BBC podcast (with David Graeber) 
Promises, promises: A history of debt

• ‘Money is rules’

• Highly recommended

More bedtime reading
• Schools of thought in macroeconomics

• Limits to economic growth? (Me)

• Fed discovers Hyman Minsky (The Economist)

• What prosperity is, where it comes from  (Evonomics)

• Anthropology of money (David Graeber)

• Babysitting and money creation (Paul Krugman)

• Keynes’s Megabank (Me)

• More on money and coinage


